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ABSTRACT

ft is not suitable to use traditional

transformation formulations daring the design,

normalization and denormalization ol bandpass

Bessel filters. Becaase attenuation characterislics of

the filter initially agree with the required

characteristics but the delay characteristics do not

conform. In this study, new transformation formulas

of Bessel approximation which give correct resalts

for both analog and digital bandpass filters are

gtven

l.INTRODUCTION

A general approach in the electrical filter

design is that the requirements on the filter

characteristics are first translated into that of a lo$'

pass filter which is then synthesized by using the

known approximation mehods. The actual filter is

obtained from the designed prototype by a back

transformation. How well the obtained filter

characteristics fit the given requirements depend on

the forward and backward transformations used in th€

design process.

The delay characteristics in the Bandpass

filters should tre ideally constiltrt or have a flat

variation in the passband [l]' Although Butterworlh'

Chebyshw, Elliptic and many order approximation

methods do not result with a flat delay. Bessel filters

give the nearcst delay characteristics to the ideal one.

In the approximation techniques where the

delay characteristics are not ofprimary concern (as in

Butterwortll Chebsyev and Elliptic filters)

is commonly used. Here, w is the actual frequency (in

r/s) and f2 is the normalized frequency; wst, ws2

(>u"1) define the limits of passband' B : w"2- ws is

the bandwith, and finally ws : (w"Lw"2)tn is the

centerfrequency [2].

A delay characteristics which is constant in

the passband will not have this property anymore

when the transformation given is (l) us€d. When it is

applied for the Bessel approximation method,

although the required amplitude and loss

characteristics are satisfied, this approximation will

spoil the maximal flat dela! variation in the

passband; therefore it can not be us€d for the design

of bandpass Bessel flters; Hence new frequency

transformation formula are needed.

In general, the requirements exposed on tlrc

gain for a bandpass filter are expressed in terms of

the attenuation characteristics as depicted in Fig. I'

In tlris figure wrr, wp Pvfl arc the corner

ftequencies of the passband in which the maximum

allowable attenuation is given tobE Av;w,1, w"z Pw"i

are the corner frequencies of the stopband; frnally A^t

(A^, is the maximum (minimum) allowable

attenuation in the pass (stop) band. When F4. (l) is
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an ordinary loupass Bessel filter; for the bandpass

filter the value of this term becomes unity at the

center frequency wp of the trandpass filter.

Considering the center frequenry, the most

convenient frequency trandormation for the Bessel

filter to be designed is suggested to be [4]

Wrl Wpt Wp2 Wt2

Figure l. Typical attenuation characteristic of a
bandpass filter (F-2.: Forbidden zone).

used as the bandpass-to-lonpass transformation l.

:mm (A^7 A^, , O":l ffid q : nu (4t, 4)

where Opi afi gzz are the transforrnations of lepr and

}?p2, resfi@tively under Eg.l.

In this paper, the desip ofbandpass Besscl

filter with the above requirements abort the

attenuation is considered; in addition, the delay time

(rd and the allowable percent delay enor at one ofthe

corner frequencies ofthe passband are also specifed.

Hence a bandpass filter design meeting both the

attenuation requirements and time delay requirements

is presented.

2, T'ORMULATION FOR NORMALIT,I\TION

ANI' DENORIUALIZATION

It is required that a new form depending on

ra be replaced by A appearing in the denominator of

(l). This is necessary to adjust the delay characteristic

whilst the attenuation does not yet spoiled.

The delay characteristic is orpressed by

D(w):-!e(tv)-=-o*!!' o? 
Q)dw dO dw

for any filter which is designed by using a bandpass

to lowpass frequency transformation (w+d). Tfu,

first product in (2) is the delay characteristic of the

normalized lolrpas filter and it is maximatly flat for

wi0l this transf,ormation of the original

characteristics in Fig.l, the Bandwith B, the center

frequency we and the corner frequencies Qn and e" ot

the bandpass and stopband of the lowpass prototype

shown Fig.2 are changed when they arc comparcd

with the result of the oonventional trandormation in

(l). The changes are depicted in Table I explicitely.

The trandormation itr (3) is not alone

suftcient the design the filter. An important fact is

arrived when Eqs.l and 3 are compared: 2/rs arLd, B

must be congruent. The congnrity is achiwed by

choosing the delay parameter r0 neiu the 2/B fi tlrat

delay and bandwith somewhat constraint each other.

As re approaches 2/8, the term d@(A)/dg inEqs.

2 approaches I and the value of dlz/dw gets very

near to ro and its variation with w becomes very

small.

(3)

Figure 2. Attenuation characteristics ofa normalized
lowpass filter which is obtained at the result of
transformation (A^:max{A^1,A^zl)(F.2. : Forbidden
7.orrc).
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Table 1. Comparison of the frequency transformation used for bandpass Bessel filter; cowentional and ofrered.

Frequency Conventional Offered

Trandormation .o

Bandwith.B ||s2 -wsI wp2-wp l

Center ftequency ue J;'t"', wptw p2

Passband cut-offf4 Max{d\r {zezl &': t4,

Stopband cut-offO" I Eilher 4r or J2r2.whichevcr requires
the larser filter degr€€ z

This results with a relative decrease in the order of

the filter. On contrary as re gets away ftom 2/8,

d<P ( A )/dA gets away from / and variation of

dO / drr increases: as a result this causes the

increase of the degree of the filter.

Another important fact G about the percent

delay error: If it is chosen to be smaller thal. 0-5(I-

1wry'wpil At w4, or 0.5(l-(woy'wr)) at wr: then the

degree of the filter can not be determined and the

design becomes unsuccessful. Hence the percent delay

error must be specified accordingly.

By using the lowpass filter characteristic

obtained by the suggested transfonnatioq the degree

of the filter and its transfer firnction can be obtained

by the well knovrn classical techniques. Then the

found lowpass transfer function (in 3 ) is transformed

to the actual transfer function (in s) of the band pass

filter with the denormalization

- s2 +w2n
s = -

(2 / co)s

The actual filter can be synthesized ftom its lowpass

prototype by using the above inverse transformatiott"

or ftom its transfer firnction computed as above

directly.

3. EXAMPLE

Consider the design of a Bessel filter

terminated by a load resistance RL:l kQ and driven

by an ideal voltage source. The attenuation

charaaeristics as described in Fig. I are specified to

&, w4: 251.2 krad, wez= 276.3 lqad, w"t= 219-9

Iaad, ws: 345.4 krad, AM: 3 dB, A^t: 15 dB, A-z:

20 dB, ro : I I 0 p;finally at the corner frequency 41

the maximum delay error is allowed tob6yo.

The degree of the filter is computed to be 6;

the attenuation and delay characteristics are shown in

Fig.3. Obviously the attetruation and delay

requirements are both satisfied.

4. CONCLUSION

In the literanre it is reported that the

conventional bandpass to lowpass trandonnation can

not be used to design a bandpgss Bessel filter meeting

the attenuation and delay requirements together. ln

this paper, by a modification of the corwentional

bandpass to lonpass transformation formula it is

shovrn that Bessel filters with maximally tbat delay

characteristics in the pas$and can also be designed

as to satis the given attenuation requirements as

well.

(4)
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Figure 3. a) Attenuation charasteristics (for 200-360 lr/s), b) Atrenuation characteristics (for 2110.290 kr/s),
c) Delay characteristics (for 0-500 kr/s), d) Delay characteristics (fot 240-2$ kr/s) for example.
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